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|Need for Mock-ups

Qualfied NDE (detection & sizing) is evalable fr large population
df DM welds
The PDI sarrple set spans what we tho~ld was tfe mawY of
configurations present hI plants
- Never planned to cow everyehing
- Discovering tfat we donl know the actual c ntigurations thal

wet
Remaiing limitations to detection are prmarily due to geornetry
- Tapers
- ID geometry
- Weld crowns
- Adjacent welds
- Slope o vessel nozzle
- Short safe-ends
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|Sample Applicability

PDI sample set

Configurations
where techniques
are not successful ,

Actual configurations?

|Site Specific Mock-ups

* Utilities have been evaluating their actual configurations In
order to determine If mock-ups are required
- Checklists provided to assist In collection of data
- Databases beIng proposed to house all collected data

* Several Utlities have fabricated mock-ups

* EPRI has assisted many of them with their fabrication
- Kewaunee
- Point Beach
- Fltzpatrick
- Duke Power
- Prairie Island

rb-Calloway
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Site Specific Mock-ups

PDI Fabricasion Team
assistzing u Sdte Specifi
Mock-ups

- Design and Fabrication

- A Program

- Technique Validations

- Modeling Support

- Complete Automated 1
Sample Fingerprint

ISite Specific Mock-ups
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MOck-* Prov a nex of *chrftm valKlbon and afford the opo
$or ve OevfoPment of aft onl acrques baed on known defects
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Site Specific Mock-ups

* Corrplex geometries create challenges for Inspeclion lechnlques
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JSite Specific Mock-ups

* Several have been comnleted. several others I process

Modeling

* Modeling Is being used to assist In the design of specialized
search units to address plant specific conditions
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ISummary

* Site Specifc ock-ups are needed to expand the wtrent
quallrications

* PDI has developed crileria to assist uilties In perforing these
expansions

* utilities ame evaluating their cofiguruations to determine I they are
covered by the current qualdication

* Several Industry prognrns are addressing the need for additional
nvcaups to be added to the current PDI riventory
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Need for Mock-ups

* Oualified NDE (detection & sing) Is available for large population
d DM welds

* The PDI saarrie set spans whtat we thught was Vte mg or
confgurathons present hI plants
- Never planned to cover everythtig
- Discovering Mla we don't know Vie actual configuratioas that

wen
* Remaining limitations to detection are primarily due to georetry

- Tapers
- ID geometry
- Weld crowns
- Adjacent welds
- Slope of vessel nozzle
- Short safe-ends
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ISample Applicability

PDI sample set

Site Specific Mock-ups

* Utilities have been evaluating thiir actual configurations In
order to determine If mock-ups are required
- Checkitsts provided to assist In collection of data
- Databases being proposed to house all collected data

* Several Utilities have fabricated mock-ups

* EPRI has assisted many of them with their fabrication
- Kewaunee
- Point Beach
- Fizpatdick
- Duke Power
- Prairie Island
t Calloway
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Site Specific Mock-ups

PDI Fabrication Team
assisting with Ste Speccfic
Mock~jps

- Design and Fabrication

- QAProgram

- Technique Validations

- Modeling Support

- Comrplete Automated
Dt Sample Fingerprint _
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Site Specific Mock-ups Site Specific Mock-ups

Corplex geometries create challenges for inspecbon techniques

te e vo otcn bed known
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Site Specific Mock-ups Modeling

Modeling Is being used to assist In the design of specialized
search units to address plant specific condions
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* Several have been con'Pleted, several others In proess
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Summary

* Site Specific moak-tips are needed to expand the cxrent

* PDI has devetoped criteria to assist utilities In perforig these
exparsions

* Utlities are evabaUng their configurations to determine I they ae
covered by the caerrnt quarircation

* Sewal bnustry pogramm are addressing the need for additional
mock-ips to be added to the crarent PDt Orventory
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